2019 End of the Year Operations Report

Total Calls for Service: 7,679 (.5% Decrease from 2018)

A) Average Calls per Month: 640
B) Average Calls per Day: 21

Total Engine Company Roll Outs: 9,263

A) E52 Roll Outs: 3323
B) E53 Roll Outs: 3510
C) E59 Roll Outs: 1557
D) Auto Aid/CalFire Roll Outs: 866
E) Mutual Aid: 7

Average Response Time: 8:19
90th Percentile Response Time: 12:56
EMS Calls: 5,354 (69% of call volume)

Structure Fires: 75
Commercial Structure Fires: 24
Vehicle Fires: 65
Large Vehicle Fires: 2
Vegetation Fires: 76
Exterior Fires: 152

Total Vehicle Accidents: 408

A) Vehicle Accidents: 301
B) Accidents with Rescue: 107
Vehicle vs. Pedestrian Accidents: 36

Motorcycle Accident: 25

Bicycle Accidents: 13

**Major Incidents for 2019:** Cypress Complex Fire (Bethel Is./ Oakley) three simultaneous vegetation fires during a PSPS/ high wind event, Marsh Complex Fire (Morgan Territory/Clayton) 750 acre vegetation fire, Sellers IC (Oakley) 60 acre vegetation fire, Highway 4 IC (Byron) large yard fire, Anderson IC (Oakley) large yard fire, Orwood IC (Unincorporated) 30 acre vegetation fire, Holland IC (Unincorporated) 40 acre vegetation fire, Taylor IC (Bethel Island) three homes on fire simultaneously.

**Strike Team Deployments:** None

---

1. 2018 call total was 7,719
2. Roll outs are how many times an engine company gets called for service. Example – a structure fire is counted as one call for the district, however all three engine companies need to respond, thus creating three roll outs for service for the incident.